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**compareCodelists**

 Compare two codelists

**Description**

Compare two codelists

**Usage**

```r
compareCodelists(codelist1, codelist2)
```

**Arguments**

- `codelist1` Output of `getCandidateCodes`
- `codelist2` Output of `getCandidateCodes`

**Value**

tibble

**Examples**

```r
cdm <- mockVocabRef()
codes1 <- getCandidateCodes(
cdm = cdm,
keywords = "Arthritis",
domains = "Condition",
includeDescendants = TRUE
)
codes2 <- getCandidateCodes(
cdm = cdm,
keywords = c("knee osteoarthritis", "arthrosis"),
domains = "Condition",
includeDescendants = TRUE
)```
getATCCodes

getATCCodes

Get descendant codes for ATC levels

Description

Get descendant codes for ATC levels

Usage

getATCCodes(cdm, level = c("ATC 1st"), name = NULL, doseForm = NULL)

Arguments

cdm
cdm_reference via CDMConnector

level
ATC level. Can be one or more of "ATC 1st", "ATC 2nd", "ATC 3rd", "ATC 4th", and "ATC 5th"

name
ATC name of interest. For example, c("Dermatologicals", "Nervous System"), would result in a list of length two with the descendant concepts for these two particular ATC groups.

doseForm
Only descendants codes with the specified dose form will be returned. If NULL, descendant codes will be returned regardless of dose form.

Value

A named list, with each element containing the descendant concepts for a particular ATC group

Examples

```r
cdm <- mockVocabRef()
getATCCodes(cdm = cdm, level = "ATC 1st")
DBI::dbDisconnect(attr(cdm, "dbcon"), shutdown = TRUE)
```
getCandidateCodes

Generate candidate codelist for the OMOP CDM

Description

This function generates a set of codes that can be considered for creating a phenotype using the OMOP CDM.

Usage

getCandidateCodes(
  cdm,  
  keywords,  
  exclude = NULL,  
  domains = "Condition",  
  conceptClassId = NULL,  
  doseForm = NULL,  
  vocabularyId = NULL,  
  standardConcept = "Standard",  
  exactMatch = FALSE,  
  searchInSynonyms = FALSE,  
  searchViaSynonyms = FALSE,  
  searchNonStandard = FALSE,  
  includeSequela = FALSE,  
  includeDescendants = TRUE,  
  includeAncestor = FALSE,  
  fuzzyMatch = FALSE,  
  maxDistanceCost = 0.1,  
  verbose = FALSE
)

Arguments

cdm cdm_reference via CDMConnector

keywords Character vector of words to search for. Where more than one word is given (e.g. "knee osteoarthritis"), all combinations of those words should be identified positions (e.g. "osteoarthritis of knee") should be identified.

exclude Character vector of words to identify concepts to exclude.

domains Character vector with one or more of the OMOP CDM domain.

conceptClassId Character vector with one or more concept class of the Concept

doseForm The dose form associated with a drug

vocabularyId Character vector with one or more vocabulary of the Concept

standardConcept Character vector with one or more of "Standard", "Classification", and "Non-standard". These correspond to the flags used for the standard_concept field in the concept table of the cdm.
exactMatch  Either TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE only exact matches of keywords will be identified when running the initial search.

searchInSynonyms  Either TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE the code will also search using both the primary name in the concept table and synonyms from the concept synonym table.

searchViaSynonyms  Either TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE the code will also search via the concept synonym table.

searchNonStandard  Either TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE the code will also search via non-standard concepts.

includeSequela  Either TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE, codes associated via a concept relationship of 'Due to of' or 'Occurs before' will also be identified.

includeDescendants  Either TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE descendant concepts of identified concepts will be included in the candidate codelist.

includeAncestor  Either TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE the direct ancestor concepts of identified concepts will be included in the candidate codelist.

fuzzyMatch  Either TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE the fuzzy matching will be used, with approximate matches identified.

maxDistanceCost,  The maximum number/fraction of match cost (generalized Levenshtein distance) for fuzzy matching (see ??base::agrep for further details).

verbose  Either TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE, progress will be reported.

Value

tibble

Examples

cdm <- CodelistGenerator::mockVocabRef()
CodelistGenerator::getCandidateCodes(
  cdm = cdm,
  keywords = "osteoarthritis"
)
DBI::dbDisconnect(attr(cdm, "dbcon"), shutdown = TRUE)
Usage
getConceptClassId(cdm, standardConcept = "Standard", domain = NULL)

Arguments
cdm  cdm_reference via CDMConnector
standardConcept
  Character vector with one or more of "Standard", "Classification", and "Non-
  standard". These correspond to the flags used for the standard_concept field in
  the concept table of the cdm.
domain  Vocabulary domain

Value
The concept class used for a given set of domains

Examples
```r
cdm <- mockVocabRef()
getConceptClassId(cdm = cdm, domain = "drug")
DBI::dbDisconnect(attr(cdm, "dbcon"), shutdown = TRUE)
```

getDescendants

Description
getDescendants

Usage
getDescendants(cdm, conceptId, withAncestor = FALSE, doseForm = NULL)

Arguments
cdm  cdm_reference via CDMConnector
conceptId  concept_id to search
withAncestor
  If TRUE, return column with ancestor. In case of multiple ancestors, concepts
  will be separated by ";"
doseForm  Only descendants codes with the specified drug dose form will be returned. If
  NULL, descendant codes will be returned regardless of dose form.

Value
The descendants of a given concept id
getDomains

Examples

cdm <- mockVocabRef()
getDescendants(cdm = cdm, conceptId = 1)
DBI::dbDisconnect(attr(cdm, "dbcon"), shutdown = TRUE)

description

getDomains

Usage

getDomains(cdm, standardConcept = "Standard")

Arguments

cdm cdm_reference via CDMConnector
standardConcept Character vector with one or more of "Standard", "Classification", and "Non-
standard". These correspond to the flags used for the standard_concept field in
the concept table of the cdm.

Value

The domains of the cdm

Examples

cdm <- mockVocabRef()
getDomains(cdm = cdm)
DBI::dbDisconnect(attr(cdm, "dbcon"), shutdown = TRUE)

getDoseForm

Description

getDoseForm

Usage

getDoseForm(cdm)
getDrugIngredientCodes

Get descendant codes for drug ingredients

Description
Get descendant codes for drug ingredients

Usage
getDrugIngredientCodes(cdm, name = NULL, doseForm = NULL)

Arguments
- **cdm**: cdm_reference via CDMConnector
- **name**: Names of ingredients of interest. For example, c("acetaminophen", "codeine"), would result in a list of length two with the descendant concepts for these two particular drug ingredients.
- **doseForm**: Only descendants codes with the specified dose form will be returned. If NULL, descendant codes will be returned regardless of dose form.

Value
A named list, with each item containing descendant concepts of an ingredient

Examples
```r
cdm <- mockVocabRef()
getDrugIngredientCodes(cdm = cdm, name = "Adalimumab")
DBI::dbDisconnect(attr(cdm, "dbcon"), shutdown = TRUE)
```
getICD10StandardCodes

Get corresponding standard codes for ICD-10 chapters and sub-chapters

Description
Get corresponding standard codes for ICD-10 chapters and sub-chapters

Usage
getICD10StandardCodes(cdm, level = c("ICD10 Chapter", "ICD10 SubChapter"))

Arguments
- **cdm**: cdm_reference via CDMConnector
- **level**: Can be either "ICD10 Chapter" or "ICD10 SubChapter"

Value
A named list, with each element containing the corresponding standard codes (and descendants) of ICD chapters and sub-chapters

Examples
cdm <- mockVocabRef()
getICD10StandardCodes(cdm = cdm, level = c("ICD10 Chapter", "ICD10 SubChapter"))
DBI::dbDisconnect(attr(cdm, "dbcon"), shutdown = TRUE)

getMappings
Show mappings from non-standard vocabularies to standard

Description
Show mappings from non-standard vocabularies to standard

Usage
getMappings(
candidateCodelist,
cdm = NULL,
nonStandardVocabularies = c("ATC", "ICD10CM", "ICD10PCS", "ICD9CM", "ICD9Proc", "LOINC", "OPCS4", "Read", "RxNorm", "RxNorm Extension", "SNOMED")
)


getVocabularies

Arguments
  candidateCodelist
    Dataframe
  cdm
    cdm_reference via CDMConnector::cdm_from_con()
  nonStandardVocabularies
    Character vector

Value
  tibble

Examples
  cdm <- CodelistGenerator::mockVocabRef()
  codes <- CodelistGenerator::getCandidateCodes(
    cdm = cdm,
    keywords = "osteoarthritis"
  )
  CodelistGenerator::getMappings(
    cdm = cdm,
    candidateCodelist = codes,
    nonStandardVocabularies = "READ"
  )
**Description**

getVocabVersion

**Usage**

getVocabVersion(cdm)

**Arguments**

cdm  
cdm_reference via CDMConnector

**Value**

the vocabulary version being used

**Examples**

```r
cdm <- mockVocabRef()
getVocabVersion(cdm = cdm)  
DBI::dbDisconnect(attr(cdm, "dbcon"), shutdown = TRUE)
```

---

**mockVocabRef**

*Generate example vocabulary database*

**Description**

Generate example vocabulary database

**Usage**

mockVocabRef(backend = "database")

**Arguments**

backend  
'database' (duckdb), 'arrow' (parquet files), or 'data_frame'

**Value**

cdm reference with mock vocabulary

**Examples**

```r
cdm <- mockVocabRef()  
cdm  
DBI::dbDisconnect(attr(cdm, "dbcon"), shutdown = TRUE)
```
summariseCodeUse

Summarise code use in patient-level data

Usage

```r
summariseCodeUse(
  x,
  cdm,
  byYear = TRUE,
  bySex = TRUE,
  ageGroup = list(c(0, 17), c(18, 65), c(66, 120)),
  minCellCount = 5
)
```

Arguments

- **x**: Vector of concept IDs
- **cdm**: `cdm_reference` via `CDMConnector::cdm_from_con()`
- **byYear**: TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE code use will be summarised by year.
- **bySex**: TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE code use will be summarised by sex.
- **ageGroup**: If not NULL, a list of ageGroup vectors of length two.
- **minCellCount**: The minimum number of counts to reported, below which results will be suppressed. If 0, all results will be reported.

Value

A tibble with results overall and, if specified, by strata
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